NATIONAL TAX REFORM
VOTER SURVEY
September 15-17, 2017
N = 1,200 respondents
(1/3 Landline, 1/3 Cell, 1/3 Internet)
margin of error: +/- 2.83%
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For reference: the 2018 map. When we refer to
“competitive 2018 Senate states,” we are referring to
the states shaded in orange.
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26%
Non-Competitive
2018 Senate Race
n=578
48%
No 2018 Senate
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n=312
26%
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What do people think?
Perceptions of our Current Tax System and
Tax Reform
National Tax Reform Survey
September 15-17, 2017
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Dissatisfaction with the current federal income tax system has
grown a net 11 points since this time last month, with more than 2
in 3 voters (68%) currently dissatisfied with the system.
Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the current federal income tax system?

June 25-28, 2017
-42

August 16-18, 2017
-34

66%

18%

-45
61%

24%

43%

21%

23%
37%

7%

6%

Satisfied Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied
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Satisfied Dissatisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

68%
26%

24%

27%

24%

September 15-17, 2017

Strongly Dissatisfied

17%
6%

42%

Satisfied Dissatisfied

Somewhat Dissatisfied
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Over three-quarters (76%) of Republicans,
Independents, and Trump voters are dissatisfied
with the current federal income tax system.
Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the current federal income tax system?

June 25-28,
2017

August 16-18,
2017

September 15-17,
2017

Sat.

Dissat.

Diff

Sat.

Dissat.

Diff

Sat.

Dissat.

Diff

Republican

21%

73%

-52

27%

64%

-37

18%

76%

-58

Democrat

29%

59%

-30

32%

56%

-24

30%

59%

-29

Independent

21%

71%

-50

22%

65%

-43

18%

76%

-58

Republican Men

22%

75%

-53

26%

68%

-42

15%

81%

-66

Republican Women

21%

70%

-49

27%

59%

-32

21%

71%

-50

Democrat Men

33%

57%

-24

33%

58%

-25

31%

57%

-26

Democrat Women

26%

59%

-33

32%

54%

-22

30%

60%

-30

Independent Men

19%

74%

-55

23%

69%

-46

16%

80%

-64

Independent Women

23%

67%

-44

20%

61%

-41

20%

70%

-50

Trump Voter

20%

73%

-53

24%

67%

-43

17%

76%

-59

Trump Supporter

23%

71%

-48

27%

64%

-37

21%

73%

-52

2018 Competitive State

25%

65%

-40

20%

56%

-36

23%

66%

-43
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What is the meant by “The Middle Class?” Most
respondents classify “Middle Class” families as making
between $41,000 and $80,000 a year.
What do you believe is the average
income range that would make an
American family "middle class?"

34%

41%

7%

17%

10%

<$40,000 a $41,000 - $61,000 - $81,000 Over
year
$60,000 $80,000 $100,000 $100,000
but less
than
$200,000
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<$40k

$41k$60k

$61k$80k

$81k$100k

>$100k

Republican

8%

36%

40%

17%

10%

Democrat

9%

32%

43%

18%

11%

Independent

6%

35%

42%

16%

9%

Republican Men

5%

40%

37%

16%

9%

Republican Women

10%

31%

43%

19%

11%

Democrat Men

10%

31%

38%

18%

16%

Democrat Women

8%

32%

46%

18%

9%

Independent Men

5%

36%

46%

14%

10%

Independent Women

7%

34%

38%

18%

8%

Trump Voter

7%

38%

39%

16%

8%

Trump Supporter

9%

36%

36%

17%

9%

2018 Competitive State

8%

34%

41%

18%

7%
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Tax Reform Policy
Before we take a deeper dive into messaging strategy, let’s look
briefly at perceptions on specific tax reform proposals
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Voters are widely divided along partisan lines as to
whether should or should not eliminate the deduction for
state and local taxes.
One proposal of President Trump’s tax reform
plan would eliminate the deduction for state
and local taxes. Which of the following is
closer to your opinion on this:

+1

39%

38%
17%

Supporters of this
proposal say the federal
government should not
have to subsidize states
and essentially swallow
the cost of state taxes.
They say that states with
high taxes should lower
them, rather than relying
on the federal government
to bail them out.

Opponents argue that this
deduction is important to
residents, especially in
states with high taxes.
They say eliminating the
deduction is especially
unfair to residents in high
tax states like CA, NY, and
NJ, who would have to
shoulder more of a tax
burden.
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Unsure/ Refused

Supporters

Opponents

Republican

61%

17%

Democrat

22%

55%

Independent

37%

42%

Republican Men

67%

20%

Republican Women

56%

14%

Democrat Men

27%

54%

Democrat Women

20%

56%

Independent Men

44%

43%

Independent Women

28%

39%

Trump Voter

62%

17%

Trump Supporter

56%

22%

2018 Competitive State

43%

37%
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“Keep what you like.” Aspects of the current tax
code that are well received, and if they are kept,
need to be highlighted.
Do you support or oppose…
Keeping tax deductions for retirement contributions.
Keeping tax deductions for charitable donations.
Giving companies a reduced tax rate to bring their overseas profit back into the United States in
order to encourage them to reinvest in American equipment and American jobs.

9%
12%
44% Strongly

Dividing Americans into 5 income categories. First 2 are the lowest income, get some money back.
3rd, average, breaks even. 4th, upper-middle class, pays a modest amount of taxes based on
income. 5th super rich, pay the most.

30% Strongly

Taxing 401(k) contributions only when they are taken from the plan, not when they are contributed.

A tax plan that divides Americans into three income brackets, where the lowest bracket pays 10%
the middle pays 25% and the highest bracket pays 35%.
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Support

74%

18%
43% Strongly

Lowering tax rates on corporations from 35% to 15% so that they could expand their businesses
and hire more workers.

81%

53% Strongly

Lowering the $1 million dollars mortgage interest cap $500,000, Which would raise taxes on the
very wealthy while still allowing middle class homeowners to deduct their mortgage interest from
their tax bill.

The Trump Administration wants to lower taxes for all citizens by cutting income tax rates. These
cuts would lower the federal tax burden for American citizens across the board.

82%

55% Strongly

72%

18%

68%

20%

58%

30% Strongly

29%

58%

33% Strongly

34%
31% Strongly
18% Strongly

Oppose

25%

57%
46%
40%
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Messages
What Works, What Doesn’t, and Strategic
Recommendations
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Voters need to hear that tax reform will streamline
the tax code, making it more fair for middle-class
families.
Please (tell me/indicate) whether you agree or disagree with the following statements...
When it comes to tax reform, the choice is simple: We should
stand with American workers and middle class families and not
the special interests and the DC lobbyists.

63% Strongly

It’s time we took our country back by creating a tax code that’s
fair, simple and streamlined to support American jobs, American
workers and ordinary middle class American families.

58% Strongly

When it comes to tax reform, the choice is simple: We should stand with American workers and
middle class families and not the special interests who ship our jobs, factories and profits to
countries like China.
For thirty-years, DC lobbyists have rigged our tax code to benefit their special interest friends
hurting American workers, American businesses and American families.
Ordinary Americans know better than Washington how to spend their own money.
The special interests have rigged our tax code to benefit their special interest friends, while
shipping American jobs and American factories overseas to places like China.
Our current tax system is rigged against middle class families in favor of the wealthy and the elite.
Our current tax system is rigged against the middle class and it favors the elite and the wealthy. If
President Trump un-rigs the system and makes it more fair for everyone, he would have my
support.
America’s high tax rates punish companies for doing business in America and encourages them to
move to other countries.
Democrats are looking to obstruct tax cuts and tax reform, just like they obstructed so many other
things, including administration appointments and healthcare.
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Agree

86%

8%
83%

10%
81%

57% Strongly

11%

78%

50% Strongly

13%

74%

47% Strongly

19%

73%

42% Strongly

19%
44% Strongly
40% Strongly

73%

20%

67%

23%

35% Strongly

33%
32% Strongly

Disagree

60%

51%
40%
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Voters would like to see a simpler, fairer tax code
that eliminates loopholes, benefits the middleclass, and ultimately nourishes our economy.
How strong and persuasive are each of the following statements in terms of supporting tax reform.
We need a tax code that is simple, fair, and easy to understand. That
means getting rid of the loopholes and complexity that primarily benefit
the wealthiest Americans and special interests.

57% Very Strong and Persuasive

We must lower taxes for middle-income Americans so they can keep
more of their hard-earned paychecks, and they can buy products
ideally made in this country.

51% Very Strong and Persuasive

We need a competitive tax code that creates more jobs and higher wages for Americans.

82%

12%
81%

14%
46% Strong and Persuasive

17%

77%

If we want to renew our prosperity, restore our opportunity, and reestablish our economic
dominance, we need tax reform that is pro-growth, pro-jobs, pro-worker, pro-family, and, proAmerican.

47% Strong and Persuasive

77%

Tax reform will be part of a new economic model called The American Model. Under this system,
we will encourage companies to hire and grow in America, to raise wages for American workers,
and to help rebuild our American cities and communities.

41% Strong and Persuasive

76%

Under the American model, we're reducing the burdens on our businesses - as long as they do
business in our country. We want our companies to hire and grow in America, to raise wages for
American workers, and to help rebuild our American cities and towns.

41% Strong and Persuasive

76%

By encouraging companies to bring back their profits that they keep overseas, we can return
trillions and trillions of dollars to our economy and spur billions of dollars in new investments in our
struggling communities and throughout our nation.

43% Strong and Persuasive

75%

It’s time to give American workers the pay raise that they've been looking for, for many years.

16%

17%
17%

19%

44% Strong and Persuasive

22%

73%

We cannot restore our wealth if we continue to put our businesses at a disadvantage compared to
other countries. We must reduce the tax rate on US businesses so they keep jobs in America,
create jobs in America, and compete for workers here in America.

39% Strong and Persuasive

68%

If we want to renew our prosperity, and to restore opportunity, then we must reduce the tax burden
on American companies and on American workers.

35% Strong and Persuasive

68%
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Total Persuasive

24%

25%

Total Not Persuasive
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Identifying the dragon: Lobbyists who fight for
loopholes for the wealthy, special interests
and the D.C. Swamp
When it comes to our current tax system, there is wide agreement that our system can be improved, but there are many opinions on who is primarily
to blame for the problems with our current tax system. Please (tell me / indicate) how much blame that entity deserves for our current tax system –
would you say a great deal, some, not too much or none at all.

Lobbyists who fight for tax loopholes for wealthy clients.

Special interests and the D.C. Swamp.

Companies that keep their profits overseas to avoid paying taxes on them.
Republicans in Congress.
Democrats in Congress.
China and other countries that have an unfair trade advantage.
Wealthy American families.
Former President Obama.
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A Great Deal/ Some

87%

61% Great Deal

9%
83%

56% Great Deal

12%
79%

50% Great Deal

17%
32% Great Deal

77%

18%
32% Great Deal

70%
24%
68%

32% Great Deal

26%
28% Great Deal

65%
30%

26% Great Deal

42%
Not too Much/ None At All

54%
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What Works
- What Works –
• Tax Reform for the People: Making tax reform more fair to the ordinary, typical, traditional
American family.
• Against the Swamp: Streamlining the tax code to eliminate loopholes for the elite, wealthy,
special interests.

- Leveraging Assets • The First Step is Admitting There is a Problem: Currently 68% of Americans dissatisfied with the
current federal tax system. Quote available polling to show that this is being done because there
is a problem
• President Trump’s Economic Approval: A majority of Americans approve of the President’s
performance on improving the economy. . . If we want to renew our prosperity, restore our
opportunity, and reestablish our economic dominance, we need tax reform that is pro-growth,
pro-jobs, pro-worker, pro-family, and, pro-American.
National Tax Reform Survey
September 15-17, 2017
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Staying on Message
Suggested Messaging
• The Problem: “Lobbyists who fight for loopholes for the wealthy, special
interests and the D.C. Swamp are to blame for what is wrong with our
tax system.”
• The Solution: “We are proposing tax reform to make the system more
fair, simple, and streamlined; for American workers, American jobs and
middle class families.”
• Perks of the Solution: “Keep what you like!” - if tax deductions for
retirement contributions or charitable donations are in the proposal, let
the people know that they can keep those deductions.
National Tax Reform Survey
September 15-17, 2017
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“In the News” Findings
National Tax Reform Survey
September 15-17, 2017
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There is across the board support, even among his
own party, to expel Senator Menendez from the
Senate if he is convicted.
If Democrat Senator Bob Menendez, who is
currently on trial for corruption, is convicted,
should the US Senate vote to expel him?

75%

+66

9%
Yes
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Yes

No

Republican

82%

5%

Democrat

66%

14%

Independent

81%

8%

Republican Men

86%

3%

Republican Women

77%

7%

Democrat Men

69%

16%

Democrat Women

64%

12%

Independent Men

84%

6%

Independent Women

78%

10%

Trump Voter

80%

8%

Trump Supporter

79%

9%

2018 Competitive State

76%

8%

No
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Rescinding “Dreamers” executive order shows division
along party lines, with 80% of Republicans supporting the
decision, and 74% of Democrats opposing.
President Trump recently rescinded an Executive Order by
the Obama Administration that protected “Dreamers,” or
those illegal immigrants who were brought here as children,
from being deported and gave Congress six months to come
up with a solution for what to do with these individuals. Do
you support or oppose the President’s action?

-1
46%

47%
12%

22%

35%

25%

Support
Strongly Support
Strongly Oppose

Oppose

Oppose

Republican

80%

14%

Democrat

20%

74%

Independent

44%

48%

Republican Men

87%

9%

Republican Women

73%

19%

Democrat Men

19%

75%

Democrat Women

21%

74%

Independent Men

51%

45%

Independent Women

37%

52%

Trump Voter

83%

12%

Trump Supporter

70%

24%

2018 Competitive State

52%

43%

Somewhat Support
Somewhat Oppose
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Support
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A plurality of Republicans (48%), Trump supporters
(47%) believe “Dreamers” can say, provided
Congress passes enhanced border security.
Which of the following comes closest to your
opinion on the legislative remedy for “Dreamers”
or those illegal immigrants who were brought to
the United States as children:

47%

33%

11%
Congress should not pass a law to protect dreamers. They should
lose their work permits and be deported, even if they have lived
here most of their lives
Congress should pass a law as quickly as possible to provide
these individuals with a path to citizenship.

Congress should pass a law allowing dreamers to continue to work
and live here, but Congress must also provide funding for
enhanced border security, including a wall along the southern
border, to prevent additional illegal immigration.
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Deport

Provide
Path to
Citizenship

Can
stay but
more
security

Republican

15%

27%

48%

Democrat

5%

67%

20%

Independent

10%

48%

35%

Republican Men

15%

26%

51%

Republican Women

15%

28%

45%

Democrat Men

3%

67%

23%

Democrat Women

7%

68%

18%

Independent Men

12%

44%

39%

Independent Women

7%

53%

32%

Trump Voter

16%

24%

50%

Trump Supporter

15%

29%

47%

2018 Competitive State

11%

41%

41%
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Republicans drive support for southern border wall
funding to be included in negations on how to
handle Dreamers (73%).
Please tell me if you agree or disagree with the following
statement: "In negotiations with Democrat and Republican
congressional leaders about how to handle so-called
"Dreamers," President Trump should insist on funding for
construction of a wall along our southern border to help
ensure this problem is resolved.

-13

53%

40%

12%

16%
41%
25%

Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Republican

73%

20%

Democrat

16%

80%

Independent

39%

56%

Republican Men

77%

17%

Republican Women

70%

22%

Democrat Men

22%

74%

Democrat Women

12%

84%

Independent Men

43%

52%

Independent Women

35%

59%

Trump Voter

77%

17%

Trump Supporter

67%

27%

2018 Competitive State

51%

45%

Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
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Agree
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APPENDEX

A Detailed Look at Perceptions and Opinion by Key Demographics
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Policy
National Tax Reform Survey
September 15-17, 2017
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All Voters: “Keep tax deductions for retirement
contributions and charitable donations.”
Do you support or oppose…
Keeping tax deductions for retirement contributions.

Keeping tax deductions for charitable donations.

Giving companies a reduced tax rate to bring their overseas profit back into the United States in
order to encourage them to reinvest in American equipment and American jobs.

55% Strongly

9%
53% Strongly
44% Strongly

Dividing Americans into 5 income categories. First 2 are the lowest income, get some money back.
3rd, average, breaks even. 4th, upper-middle class, pays a modest amount of taxes based on
income. 5th super rich, pay the most.

30% Strongly

Taxing 401(k) contributions only when they are taken from the plan, not when they are contributed.

A tax plan that divides Americans into three income brackets, where the lowest bracket pays 10%
the middle pays 25% and the highest bracket pays 35%.
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Support

74%

18%
43% Strongly

Lowering tax rates on corporations from 35% to 15% so that they could expand their businesses
and hire more workers.

81%

12%

Lowering the $1 million dollars mortgage interest cap $500,000, Which would raise taxes on the
very wealthy while still allowing middle class homeowners to deduct their mortgage interest from
their tax bill.

The Trump Administration wants to lower taxes for all citizens by cutting income tax rates. These
cuts would lower the federal tax burden for American citizens across the board.

82%

72%

18%

68%

20%
30% Strongly

58%

29%
33% Strongly

58%

34%
31% Strongly

25%
18% Strongly
Oppose

57%
46%
40%
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Republicans: “Reduce tax rates on companies and
corporations, lower income tax rates across the
board.”
Do you support or oppose…

Among Republicans
Giving companies a reduced tax rate to bring their overseas profit back into the United States in
order to encourage them to reinvest in American equipment and American jobs.
Lowering tax rates on corporations from 35% to 15% so that they could expand their businesses
and hire more workers.
The Trump Administration wants to lower taxes for all citizens by cutting income tax rates. These
cuts would lower the federal tax burden for American citizens across the board.

Keeping tax deductions for retirement contributions.

Keeping tax deductions for charitable donations.

7%
9%
8%

57% Strongly

September 15-17, 2017

83%

56% Strongly

12%
27% Strongly

Support

84%

10%

Dividing Americans into 5 income categories. First 2 are the lowest income, get some money back.
3rd, average, breaks even. 4th, upper-middle class, pays a modest amount of taxes based on
income. 5th super rich, pay the most.

National Tax Reform Survey

86%

56% Strongly

46% Strongly

A tax plan that divides Americans into three income brackets, where the lowest bracket pays 10%
the middle pays 25% and the highest bracket pays 35%.

87%

58% Strongly

Lowering the $1 million dollars mortgage interest cap $500,000, Which would raise taxes on the
very wealthy while still allowing middle class homeowners to deduct their mortgage interest from
their tax bill.

Taxing 401(k) contributions only when they are taken from the plan, not when they are contributed.

90%

67% Strongly

74%

18%

34% Strongly
19% Strongly
Oppose

65%

25%

60%

23%
48%
39%
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All Voters: “Keep tax deductions for charitable
donations and retirement contributions.”
Do you support or oppose…

Among Democrats
Keeping tax deductions for charitable donations.

Keeping tax deductions for retirement contributions.

10%
8%
36% Strongly

Lowering the $1 million dollars mortgage interest cap $500,000, Which would raise taxes on the
very wealthy while still allowing middle class homeowners to deduct their mortgage interest from
their tax bill.

43% Strongly

Taxing 401(k) contributions only when they are taken from the plan, not when they are contributed.

A tax plan that divides Americans into three income brackets, where the lowest bracket pays 10%
the middle pays 25% and the highest bracket pays 35%.
Lowering tax rates on corporations from 35% to 15% so that they could expand their businesses
and hire more workers.
The Trump Administration wants to lower taxes for all citizens by cutting income tax rates. These
cuts would lower the federal tax burden for American citizens across the board.
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Support

81%

55% Strongly

Dividing Americans into 5 income categories. First 2 are the lowest income, get some money back.
3rd, average, breaks even. 4th, upper-middle class, pays a modest amount of taxes based on
income. 5th super rich, pay the most.

Giving companies a reduced tax rate to bring their overseas profit back into the United States in
order to encourage them to reinvest in American equipment and American jobs.

82%

50% Strongly

74%

13%

72%

17%
26% Strongly

26%
30% Strongly
16% Strongly
15% Strongly
12% Strongly
Oppose

24%

62%
56%

40%
44%
37%
52%
34%
49%
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Independents: “Keep tax deductions for retirement
contributions and charitable donations.”
Do you support or oppose…

Among Independents
Keeping tax deductions for retirement contributions.

Keeping tax deductions for charitable donations.
Lowering the $1 million dollars mortgage interest cap $500,000, Which would raise taxes on the
very wealthy while still allowing middle class homeowners to deduct their mortgage interest from
their tax bill.
Giving companies a reduced tax rate to bring their overseas profit back into the United States in
order to encourage them to reinvest in American equipment and American jobs.
Dividing Americans into 5 income categories. First 2 are the lowest income, get some money back.
3rd, average, breaks even. 4th, upper-middle class, pays a modest amount of taxes based on
income. 5th super rich, pay the most.
The Trump Administration wants to lower taxes for all citizens by cutting income tax rates. These
cuts would lower the federal tax burden for American citizens across the board.

Taxing 401(k) contributions only when they are taken from the plan, not when they are contributed.

Lowering tax rates on corporations from 35% to 15% so that they could expand their businesses
and hire more workers.
A tax plan that divides Americans into three income brackets, where the lowest bracket pays 10%
the middle pays 25% and the highest bracket pays 35%.
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Support

84%

58% Strongly

8%

83%

58% Strongly

11%

77%

45% Strongly

17%

43% Strongly

75%

19%

69%

27% Strongly

20%
27% Strongly
31% Strongly
30% Strongly
20% Strongly
Oppose

28%
27%
37%
37%

61%
59%
56%
53%
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Competitive 2018 Senate States: “Keep tax
deductions for retirement contributions and
charitable donations.”
Do you support or oppose…

In states with competitive Senate races in 2018
Keeping tax deductions for retirement contributions.

Keeping tax deductions for charitable donations.

Giving companies a reduced tax rate to bring their overseas profit back into the United States in
order to encourage them to reinvest in American equipment and American jobs.

7%
13%
16%

Dividing Americans into 5 income categories. First 2 are the lowest income, get some money back.
3rd, average, breaks even. 4th, upper-middle class, pays a modest amount of taxes based on
income. 5th super rich, pay the most.

33% Strongly

Taxing 401(k) contributions only when they are taken from the plan, not when they are contributed.

A tax plan that divides Americans into three income brackets, where the lowest bracket pays 10%
the middle pays 25% and the highest bracket pays 35%.
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Support

77%

48% Strongly
43% Strongly

The Trump Administration wants to lower taxes for all citizens by cutting income tax rates. These
cuts would lower the federal tax burden for American citizens across the board.

81%

51% Strongly

Lowering the $1 million dollars mortgage interest cap $500,000, Which would raise taxes on the
very wealthy while still allowing middle class homeowners to deduct their mortgage interest from
their tax bill.

Lowering tax rates on corporations from 35% to 15% so that they could expand their businesses
and hire more workers.

83%

52% Strongly

73%

18%

72%

20%
37% Strongly
32% Strongly
29% Strongly
16% Strongly
Oppose

32%

63%
61%

26%

58%

25%
46%
40%
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Dissatisfaction
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Republicans: “Special interests and the D.C.
Swamp, and lobbyists who fight for loopholes for
the wealthy are to blame.”
When it comes to our current tax system, there is wide agreement that our system can be improved, but there are many opinions on who is primarily
to blame for the problems with our current tax system. Please (tell me / indicate) how much blame that entity deserves for our current tax system –

Among Republicans

Special interests and the D.C. Swamp.

Lobbyists who fight for tax loopholes for wealthy clients.

Democrats in Congress.

Former President Obama.

China and other countries that have an unfair trade advantage.

Companies that keep their profits overseas to avoid paying taxes on them.

Republicans in Congress.

Wealthy American families.
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A Great Deal/ Some

60% Great Deal

89%

7%

88%

61% Great Deal

8%

87%

60% Great Deal

9%
52% Great Deal

84%

13%
43% Great Deal

80%

16%

77%

45% Great Deal

19%

72%

19% Great Deal

24%
19% Great Deal

36%
Not too Much/ None At All

60%
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Democrats: “Lobbyists who fight for loopholes are
to blame.”
When it comes to our current tax system, there is wide agreement that our system can be improved, but there are many opinions on who is primarily
to blame for the problems with our current tax system. Please (tell me / indicate) how much blame that entity deserves for our current tax system –

Among Democrats

Lobbyists who fight for tax loopholes for wealthy clients.

Republicans in Congress.

Companies that keep their profits overseas to avoid paying taxes on them.

Special interests and the D.C. Swamp.

Wealthy American families.

China and other countries that have an unfair trade advantage.

Democrats in Congress.

Former President Obama.
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A Great Deal/ Some

62% Great Deal

86%

10%

80%

47% Great Deal

14%

78%

53% Great Deal

17%
50% Great Deal

76%

17%
40% Great Deal

72%

22%
25% Great Deal

34%
10% Great Deal
8% Great Deal

40%
31%

Not too Much/ None At All

59%
52%
64%
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Independents: “Lobbyists who fight for loopholes
for the wealthy, and special interests and the D.C.
Swamp are to blame.”
When it comes to our current tax system, there is wide agreement that our system can be improved, but there are many opinions on who is primarily
to blame for the problems with our current tax system. Please (tell me / indicate) how much blame that entity deserves for our current tax system –

Among Independents

Lobbyists who fight for tax loopholes for wealthy clients.

Special interests and the D.C. Swamp.

Companies that keep their profits overseas to avoid paying taxes on them.

Republicans in Congress.

Democrats in Congress.

China and other countries that have an unfair trade advantage.

Wealthy American families.

Former President Obama.
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A Great Deal/ Some

62% Great Deal

89%

9%

87%

61% Great Deal

10%

82%

53% Great Deal

15%
28% Great Deal

81%

15%
30% Great Deal

77%

19%

68%

31% Great Deal

28%
24% Great Deal

33%
22% Great Deal

64%

52%
43%

Not too Much/ None At All
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Competitive 2018 Senate States: “Lobbyists who
fight for loopholes for the wealthy, and special
interests and the D.C. Swamp are to blame.”
When it comes to our current tax system, there is wide agreement that our system can be improved, but there are many opinions on who is primarily
to blame for the problems with our current tax system. Please (tell me / indicate) how much blame that entity deserves for our current tax system –

In states with competitive Senate races in 2018

Lobbyists who fight for tax loopholes for wealthy clients.

Special interests and the D.C. Swamp.

Republicans in Congress.

Companies that keep their profits overseas to avoid paying taxes on them.

Democrats in Congress.

China and other countries that have an unfair trade advantage.

Wealthy American families.

Former President Obama.
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A Great Deal/ Some

66% Great Deal

88%

9%

85%

57% Great Deal

10%

81%

32% Great Deal

16%
48% Great Deal

78%

18%
39% Great Deal

75%

22%

71%

34% Great Deal

24%
26% Great Deal

34%
31% Great Deal

41%
Not too Much/ None At All

62%
56%
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All Voters: “Stand with American workers and the
Middle Class, not special interests; streamline the
tax code.”
Please (tell me/indicate) whether you agree or disagree with the following statements...
When it comes to tax reform, the choice is simple: We should stand with American workers and
middle class families and not the special interests and the DC lobbyists.
It’s time we took our country back by creating a tax code that’s fair, simple and streamlined to
support American jobs, American workers and ordinary middle class American families.
When it comes to tax reform, the choice is simple: We should stand with American workers and
middle class families and not the special interests who ship our jobs, factories and profits to
countries like China.
For thirty-years, DC lobbyists have rigged our tax code to benefit their special interest friends
hurting American workers, American businesses and American families.

Ordinary Americans know better than Washington how to spend their own money.

The special interests have rigged our tax code to benefit their special interest friends, while
shipping American jobs and American factories overseas to places like China.

Our current tax system is rigged against middle class families in favor of the wealthy and the elite.
Our current tax system is rigged against the middle class and it favors the elite and the wealthy. If
President Trump un-rigs the system and makes it more fair for everyone, he would have my
support.
America’s high tax rates punish companies for doing business in America and encourages them to
move to other countries.
Democrats are looking to obstruct tax cuts and tax reform, just like they obstructed so many other
things, including administration appointments and healthcare.
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Agree

63% Strongly

86%

8%

83%

58% Strongly

10%

81%

57% Strongly

11%

78%

50% Strongly

13%

47% Strongly

74%

19%
42% Strongly

73%

44% Strongly

73%

19%
20%

40% Strongly

67%

23%

35% Strongly

33%
32% Strongly
Disagree

60%

51%
40%
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Republicans: “Fair, simple, streamlined tax code;
Stand with American workers and the Middle
Class.”
Please (tell me/indicate) whether you agree or disagree with the following statements...

Among Republicans
It’s time we took our country back by creating a tax code that’s fair, simple and streamlined to
support American jobs, American workers and ordinary middle class American families.
When it comes to tax reform, the choice is simple: We should stand with American workers and
middle class families and not the special interests and the DC lobbyists.
When it comes to tax reform, the choice is simple: We should stand with American workers and
middle class families and not the special interests who ship our jobs, factories and profits to
countries like China.
Ordinary Americans know better than Washington how to spend their own money.
America’s high tax rates punish companies for doing business in America and encourages them to
move to other countries.
For thirty-years, DC lobbyists have rigged our tax code to benefit their special interest friends
hurting American workers, American businesses and American families.
Our current tax system is rigged against the middle class and it favors the elite and the wealthy. If
President Trump un-rigs the system and makes it more fair for everyone, he would have my
support.
Democrats are looking to obstruct tax cuts and tax reform, just like they obstructed so many other
things, including administration appointments and healthcare.
The special interests have rigged our tax code to benefit their special interest friends, while
shipping American jobs and American factories overseas to places like China.
Our current tax system is rigged against middle class families in favor of the wealthy and the elite.
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Agree

94%

74% Strongly

4%

68% Strongly

91%

4%

89%

67% Strongly

6%

87%

66% Strongly

11%

60% Strongly

85%

59% Strongly

84%

59% Strongly

84%

10%
10%
10%

64% Strongly

82%

47% Strongly

81%

12%
13%

38% Strongly
Disagree

28%

67%
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Democrats: “Stand with American workers and the
Middle Class, not special interests; our current tax
system is rigged to favor the wealthy.”
Please (tell me/indicate) whether you agree or disagree with the following statements...

Among Democrats
When it comes to tax reform, the choice is simple: We should stand with American workers and
middle class families and not the special interests and the DC lobbyists.
Our current tax system is rigged against middle class families in favor of the wealthy and the elite.
For thirty-years, DC lobbyists have rigged our tax code to benefit their special interest friends
hurting American workers, American businesses and American families.
It’s time we took our country back by creating a tax code that’s fair, simple and streamlined to
support American jobs, American workers and ordinary middle class American families.
When it comes to tax reform, the choice is simple: We should stand with American workers and
middle class families and not the special interests who ship our jobs, factories and profits to
countries like China.
The special interests have rigged our tax code to benefit their special interest friends, while
shipping American jobs and American factories overseas to places like China.
Ordinary Americans know better than Washington how to spend their own money.

12%

51% Strongly

17%

74%

49% Strongly

74%

51% Strongly

73%

16%
16%
17%

37% Strongly
33% Strongly
23% Strongly

America’s high tax rates punish companies for doing business in America and encourages them to
move to other countries.

18% Strongly
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Agree

75%

43% Strongly

Our current tax system is rigged against the middle class and it favors the elite and the wealthy. If
President Trump un-rigs the system and makes it more fair for everyone, he would have my
support.

Democrats are looking to obstruct tax cuts and tax reform, just like they obstructed so many other
things, including administration appointments and healthcare.

80%

58% Strongly

13% Strongly
Disagree

23%
26%
49%
37%
39%
50%
26%

67%
64%

64%
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Independents: “Stand with American workers and
the Middle Class, not special interests; streamline
the tax code.”
Please (tell me/indicate) whether you agree or disagree with the following statements...

Among Independents
When it comes to tax reform, the choice is simple: We should stand with American workers and
middle class families and not the special interests and the DC lobbyists.
It’s time we took our country back by creating a tax code that’s fair, simple and streamlined to
support American jobs, American workers and ordinary middle class American families.
When it comes to tax reform, the choice is simple: We should stand with American workers and
middle class families and not the special interests who ship our jobs, factories and profits to
countries like China.
Our current tax system is rigged against middle class families in favor of the wealthy and the elite.
For thirty-years, DC lobbyists have rigged our tax code to benefit their special interest friends
hurting American workers, American businesses and American families.

89%

66% Strongly

6%

55% Strongly

84%

9%

83%

56% Strongly

10%

44% Strongly

77%

47% Strongly

77%

16%

14%

45% Strongly

75%

45% Strongly

74%

Our current tax system is rigged against the middle class and it favors the elite and the wealthy. If
President Trump un-rigs the system and makes it more fair for everyone, he would have my
support.

44% Strongly

73%

America’s high tax rates punish companies for doing business in America and encourages them to
move to other countries.

32% Strongly

The special interests have rigged our tax code to benefit their special interest friends, while
shipping American jobs and American factories overseas to places like China.
Ordinary Americans know better than Washington how to spend their own money.

Democrats are looking to obstruct tax cuts and tax reform, just like they obstructed so many other
things, including administration appointments and healthcare.
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Agree

16%
18%

17%

24% Strongly
Disagree

34%

61%

50%
40%
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Competitive 2018 Senate States: “Stand with
American workers and the Middle Class, not
special interests; streamline the tax code.”
Please (tell me/indicate) whether you agree or disagree with the following statements...

In states with competitive Senate races in 2018
When it comes to tax reform, the choice is simple: We should stand with American workers and
middle class families and not the special interests and the DC lobbyists.
It’s time we took our country back by creating a tax code that’s fair, simple and streamlined to
support American jobs, American workers and ordinary middle class American families.
When it comes to tax reform, the choice is simple: We should stand with American workers and
middle class families and not the special interests who ship our jobs, factories and profits to
countries like China.
The special interests have rigged our tax code to benefit their special interest friends, while
shipping American jobs and American factories overseas to places like China.
For thirty-years, DC lobbyists have rigged our tax code to benefit their special interest friends
hurting American workers, American businesses and American families.
Ordinary Americans know better than Washington how to spend their own money.

Our current tax system is rigged against middle class families in favor of the wealthy and the elite.

8%

62% Strongly

9%

12%

50% Strongly

78%

14%

48% Strongly

75%

47% Strongly

75%

19%

18%

38% Strongly

September 15-17, 2017

80%

50% Strongly

America’s high tax rates punish companies for doing business in America and encourages them to
move to other countries.

Agree

85%

60% Strongly

46% Strongly

National Tax Reform Survey

85%

9%

Our current tax system is rigged against the middle class and it favors the elite and the wealthy. If
President Trump un-rigs the system and makes it more fair for everyone, he would have my
support.

Democrats are looking to obstruct tax cuts and tax reform, just like they obstructed so many other
things, including administration appointments and healthcare.

88%

66% Strongly

70%

22%

37% Strongly
Disagree

29%
33%

64%
58%
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All Voters: “We need simple, fair, easy to
understand tax code, and need to lower taxes on
middle-income Americans.”
How strong and persuasive are each of the following statements in terms of supporting tax reform.

Would you say they are very strong and persuasive, somewhat strong and persuasive, not very strong or persuasive, not strong or persuasive at all
We need a tax code that is simple, fair, and easy to understand. That means getting rid of the
loopholes and complexity that primarily benefit the wealthiest Americans and special interests.
We must lower taxes for middle-income Americans so they can keep more of their hard-earned
paychecks, and they can buy products ideally made in this country.

We need a competitive tax code that creates more jobs and higher wages for Americans.

57% Strong and Persuasive

82%

12%

81%

51% Strong and Persuasive

14%

46% Strong and Persuasive

17%

77%

If we want to renew our prosperity, restore our opportunity, and reestablish our economic
dominance, we need tax reform that is pro-growth, pro-jobs, pro-worker, pro-family, and, proAmerican.

47% Strong and Persuasive

Tax reform will be part of a new economic model called The American Model. Under this system,
we will encourage companies to hire and grow in America, to raise wages for American workers,
and to help rebuild our American cities and communities.

41% Strong and Persuasive

76%

Under the American model, we're reducing the burdens on our businesses - as long as they do
business in our country. We want our companies to hire and grow in America, to raise wages for
American workers, and to help rebuild our American cities and towns.

41% Strong and Persuasive

76%

By encouraging companies to bring back their profits that they keep overseas, we can return
trillions and trillions of dollars to our economy and spur billions of dollars in new investments in our
struggling communities and throughout our nation.

43% Strong and Persuasive

It’s time to give American workers the pay raise that they've been looking for, for many years.
We cannot restore our wealth if we continue to put our businesses at a disadvantage compared to
other countries. We must reduce the tax rate on US businesses so they keep jobs in America,
create jobs in America, and compete for workers here in America.
If we want to renew our prosperity, and to restore opportunity, then we must reduce the tax burden
on American companies and on American workers.
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Total Persuasive

16%
17%
17%
19%

44% Strong and Persuasive

22%

77%

75%
73%

39% Strong and Persuasive

68%

35% Strong and Persuasive

68%

24%

25%
Total Not Persuasive
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All Voters: “We need pro-American tax reform to renew
our prosperity, and need simple, fair, easy to understand
tax code.”
How strong and persuasive are each of the following statements in terms of supporting tax reform.

Among Republicans
If we want to renew our prosperity, restore our opportunity, and reestablish our economic dominance, we
need tax reform that is pro-growth, pro-jobs, pro-worker, pro-family, and, pro-American.
We need a tax code that is simple, fair, and easy to understand. That means getting rid of the loopholes
and complexity that primarily benefit the wealthiest Americans and special interests.

65% Strong and Persuasive

90%

7%
63% Strong and Persuasive

88%

9%
51% Strong and Persuasive

88%

Tax reform will be part of a new economic model called The American Model. Under this system, we will
encourage companies to hire and grow in America, to raise wages for American workers, and to help
rebuild our American cities and communities.

57% Strong and Persuasive

88%

By encouraging companies to bring back their profits that they keep overseas, we can return trillions and
trillions of dollars to our economy and spur billions of dollars in new investments in our struggling
communities and throughout our nation.

56% Strong and Persuasive

88%

We cannot restore our wealth if we continue to put our businesses at a disadvantage compared to other
countries. We must reduce the tax rate on US businesses so they keep jobs in America, create jobs in
America, and compete for workers here in America.

58% Strong and Persuasive

88%

Under the American model, we're reducing the burdens on our businesses - as long as they do business
in our country. We want our companies to hire and grow in America, to raise wages for American workers,
and to help rebuild our American cities and towns.

55% Strong and Persuasive

87%

If we want to renew our prosperity, and to restore opportunity, then we must reduce the tax burden on
American companies and on American workers.

We must lower taxes for middle-income Americans so they can keep more of their hard-earned
paychecks, and they can buy products ideally made in this country.
We need a competitive tax code that creates more jobs and higher wages for Americans.

It’s time to give American workers the pay raise that they've been looking for, for many years.
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Total Persuasive

9%

8%

9%
10%
10%
64% Strong and Persuasive

86%

58% Strong and Persuasive

85%

10%

12%

44% Strong and Persuasive

21%

Total Not Persuasive

76%
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Democrats: “We need simple, fair, easy to
understand tax code, and need to lower taxes on
middle-income Americans.”
How strong and persuasive are each of the following statements in terms of supporting tax reform.

Among Democrats
We need a tax code that is simple, fair, and easy to understand. That means getting rid of the loopholes
and complexity that primarily benefit the wealthiest Americans and special interests.
We must lower taxes for middle-income Americans so they can keep more of their hard-earned
paychecks, and they can buy products ideally made in this country.
It’s time to give American workers the pay raise that they've been looking for, for many years.

55% Strong and Persuasive

79%

13%
47% Strong and Persuasive

79%

17%

74%

50% Strong and Persuasive

20%

37% Strong and Persuasive

72%

Tax reform will be part of a new economic model called The American Model. Under this system, we will
encourage companies to hire and grow in America, to raise wages for American workers, and to help
rebuild our American cities and communities.

32% Strong and Persuasive

71%

By encouraging companies to bring back their profits that they keep overseas, we can return trillions and
trillions of dollars to our economy and spur billions of dollars in new investments in our struggling
communities and throughout our nation.

38% Strong and Persuasive

71%

Under the American model, we're reducing the burdens on our businesses - as long as they do business
in our country. We want our companies to hire and grow in America, to raise wages for American workers,
and to help rebuild our American cities and towns.

34% Strong and Persuasive

70%

We need a competitive tax code that creates more jobs and higher wages for Americans.

If we want to renew our prosperity, restore our opportunity, and reestablish our economic dominance, we
need tax reform that is pro-growth, pro-jobs, pro-worker, pro-family, and, pro-American.
We cannot restore our wealth if we continue to put our businesses at a disadvantage compared to other
countries. We must reduce the tax rate on US businesses so they keep jobs in America, create jobs in
America, and compete for workers here in America.
If we want to renew our prosperity, and to restore opportunity, then we must reduce the tax burden on
American companies and on American workers.
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Total Persuasive

21%

22%
22%

21%

66%

36% Strong and Persuasive

22%

27% Strong and Persuasive

34%

24% Strong and Persuasive

40%

Total Not Persuasive

56%
52%
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Independents: “We need simple, fair, easy to
understand tax code, and need to lower taxes on
middle-income Americans.”
How strong and persuasive are each of the following statements in terms of supporting tax reform.

Among Independents
We need a tax code that is simple, fair, and easy to understand. That means getting rid of the loopholes
and complexity that primarily benefit the wealthiest Americans and special interests.
We must lower taxes for middle-income Americans so they can keep more of their hard-earned
paychecks, and they can buy products ideally made in this country.
We need a competitive tax code that creates more jobs and higher wages for Americans.
If we want to renew our prosperity, restore our opportunity, and reestablish our economic dominance, we
need tax reform that is pro-growth, pro-jobs, pro-worker, pro-family, and, pro-American.
Under the American model, we're reducing the burdens on our businesses - as long as they do business
in our country. We want our companies to hire and grow in America, to raise wages for American workers,
and to help rebuild our American cities and towns.

62% Strong and Persuasive

84%

13%
46% Strong and Persuasive

83%

13%
48% Strong and Persuasive

77%

43% Strong and Persuasive

77%

19%

16%

38% Strong and Persuasive

18%

74%

41% Strong and Persuasive

73%

By encouraging companies to bring back their profits that they keep overseas, we can return trillions and
trillions of dollars to our economy and spur billions of dollars in new investments in our struggling
communities and throughout our nation.

40% Strong and Persuasive

73%

Tax reform will be part of a new economic model called The American Model. Under this system, we will
encourage companies to hire and grow in America, to raise wages for American workers, and to help
rebuild our American cities and communities.

39% Strong and Persuasive

It’s time to give American workers the pay raise that they've been looking for, for many years.

If we want to renew our prosperity, and to restore opportunity, then we must reduce the tax burden on
American companies and on American workers.
We cannot restore our wealth if we continue to put our businesses at a disadvantage compared to other
countries. We must reduce the tax rate on US businesses so they keep jobs in America, create jobs in
America, and compete for workers here in America.
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Total Persuasive

22%

21%
19%

71%

33% Strong and Persuasive

67%

37% Strong and Persuasive

66%

25%
25%

Total Not Persuasive
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Competitive 2018 Senate States: “We need to
lower taxes on middle-income Americans, and
need simple, fair, easy to understand tax code.”
How strong and persuasive are each of the following statements in terms of supporting tax reform.

In states with competitive Senate races in 2018
We must lower taxes for middle-income Americans so they can keep more of their hard-earned
paychecks, and they can buy products ideally made in this country.
We need a tax code that is simple, fair, and easy to understand. That means getting rid of the loopholes
and complexity that primarily benefit the wealthiest Americans and special interests.

52% Strong and Persuasive

84%

12%

82%

56% Strong and Persuasive

13%

46% Strong and Persuasive

79%

49% Strong and Persuasive

78%

50% Strong and Persuasive

77%

Under the American model, we're reducing the burdens on our businesses - as long as they do business
in our country. We want our companies to hire and grow in America, to raise wages for American workers,
and to help rebuild our American cities and towns.

43% Strong and Persuasive

76%

Tax reform will be part of a new economic model called The American Model. Under this system, we will
encourage companies to hire and grow in America, to raise wages for American workers, and to help
rebuild our American cities and communities.

43% Strong and Persuasive

75%

46% Strong and Persuasive

74%

By encouraging companies to bring back their profits that they keep overseas, we can return trillions and
trillions of dollars to our economy and spur billions of dollars in new investments in our struggling
communities and throughout our nation.
We need a competitive tax code that creates more jobs and higher wages for Americans.
If we want to renew our prosperity, restore our opportunity, and reestablish our economic dominance, we
need tax reform that is pro-growth, pro-jobs, pro-worker, pro-family, and, pro-American.

It’s time to give American workers the pay raise that they've been looking for, for many years.
We cannot restore our wealth if we continue to put our businesses at a disadvantage compared to other
countries. We must reduce the tax rate on US businesses so they keep jobs in America, create jobs in
America, and compete for workers here in America.
If we want to renew our prosperity, and to restore opportunity, then we must reduce the tax burden on
American companies and on American workers.
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Total Persuasive

15%

17%
17%

16%

17%

21%

41% Strong and Persuasive

21%

38% Strong and Persuasive

23%

Total Not Persuasive

72%
70%
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